INTRODUCTION

Ensure the development of a marketing and communication strategy
which promotes the school/trust and defines the brand, aims and goals.
Develop pupil recruitment, stakeholder engagement via appropriate
communication channels and maximise income generation.
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Leads, develops and

the school’s/trust’s values

Ensures consistent

channels.
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of a range of income
to maximise the
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resilience.

commercialisation via a

activities to maximise the
school/trust financial

resilience.
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Leads on cost–benefit
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management.
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Justifies need for

Develops business case

Creates revenues through
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support school's/trust's
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schools, businesses and

information required for

to support school's/trust's
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BEHAVIOURS

Leading
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improvement plans.

additional income to

improvement plans.

for securing funds through

and bid submissions.
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community organisations
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improvement plans.
Suggests risks associated

with income generation

LEADING SUPPORT
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Advises on potential

Monitors controls

Establishes a control

the risks associated with

the risks associated
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potential impact on core
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environment to minimise
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understood and effective

mitigation is in place.

FINANCE

The knowledge describes the learning requirements of the practitioner undertaking the activities outlined in Section A. Functions.
B. Knowledge

Tier 1

Tier 2

Tier 3

Tier 4

Understands business

Understands the range

Is able to marshal persuasive

Possesses degree-level

communication formats.

narrative information

analytical, interpretative,

communication practices.

of tone, style and

arguments and convey

in a succinct and accurate

MARKETING
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style.

literacy and has developed
explanatory skills.

Is able to use and maintain

Is able to develop,

Is experienced in interrogating

Is experienced in interpreting

analysis.

technology to provide

developing internal control

environment.

technology to provide data

use and maintain

data analysis.

Understands the need

Supports the delivery

communication strategies.

communications strategies.

for marketing and

of marketing and

and manipulating data and
systems.

Inputs and deploys

marketing and

communications strategies.

analysis of the competitive

Develops and delivers

marketing and

communications strategies
and understands

of how to apply this

to the education sector.

Recognises the potential

impact of positive/negative

Is aware of reporting

channels and options for

publicity on the school/trust acting upon incidents of

reputation and brand of
the school/trust.

positive/negative publicity

on the school/trust

Develops strategies for

Develops strategies for

management in relation to

management in relation to

effective public relation

positive/negative publicity.

effective public relation

positive/negative publicity.

reputation and brand

of the school/trust.
Understands health

Understands health

Understands duties placed

Understands specific duties

within area of responsibility

in relation to school/trust

and safety regulation in

organisations by health

and safety regulations

and personal safety

in relation to public events.

and safety regulation

in relation to public events.

on individuals by health

relation to public events.

placed on individual/

and safety regulations,
and consequences
of failure to meet
those duties.
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Tier 1

Tier 2

Tier 3

Tier 4

Understands principles

Understands processes

Is able to identify critical

Is able to react to, and

management.

management.

Understands the need

Is able to implement

Is able to apply the

Has a full understanding

to statutory legislation

as required for marketing

applicable to individual

that applies to all marketing

of critical incident

in relation to marketing
activities.

statutory legislation

activities.

statutory legislation

marketing activities.

adjust, activities for critical
incident management.

of the statutory legislation

activities and be able

to research and take advice
where necessary.

Is able to implement

communication channels.

communication channels.

marketing activities across

Is able to use communication

channels effectively.

Has a full understanding
of the communication

channels available in the

market, and the associated
benefits and is able to

research and take advice

LEADING SUPPORT
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incident management.
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to apply and adhere

involved in critical incident
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Marketing

where necessary.

Supports project delivery.

Leads on project delivery.

Directs and understands

all areas of responsibility
in projects/programmes

management process.

of work, schemes of

FINANCE

Understands the

principles of the project

delegation.
Researches and writes

Is experienced in writing

opportunities applicable

and identifies income

funding bids and community

to the school/trust.

current bid opportunities

generation opportunities
applicable to the
school/trust.

and preparing effective

networking to identify

income generation

Is aware of organisational
and external factors

affecting funding bids

applications.

opportunities.

PROCUREMENT

Is aware of current funding

and income generation
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